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GLOSSARY
Acquisition: the process of creating a bit for bit image from the
electronic device (Daniel, 2012).
Analysis: “the process of locating and collecting evidentiary items from
the evidence that has been collected in a case” (Daniel, 2012).
Artifacts: an object that has been produced or used by a mobile phone
or by a third party application on the device. Particularly in this
thesis, they can be text messages, images, status, videos, voice mails
and time stamps associated with the Instant Messenger application
on mobile phone (Zeng, Hu, & Mei, 2013).
Chip-off technique: process of removing a memory chip from a circuit
board and placing it in a card reader to extract the complete physical
image of the memory chip. After removing the memory chip, it is
difficult to set the device back into original condition (Elder, 2012).
File system acquisition: a mechanism to store the data for long term
storage and retrieval of data. “A file system consists of structural
and user data that are organized” (Carrier, 2005). File system is
independent from device to device.
Forensic image: exact bit by bit copy of the data without altering an
electronic image (Jansen & Ayers, 2007).
Instant Messaging: process of exchanging information such as text
messages, audios, videos and other files between one or more people
by logging into a certain instant messenger application
(Husain & Sridhar, 2010).
Isolation: disable the communication of a device from receiving radio or
network signals (Simão et al., 2011).
Joint Test Action Group: an acronym of one of the groups of IEEE, that
sets the standards for Boundary scan architecture. This port can be
used to test or debug the interconnected wire lines on the circuit
xii
boards and also to access the flash memory directly
(Breeuwsma, De Jongh, Klaver, Van Der Knijff, & Roeloffs, 2007;
Elder, 2012).
Logical acquisition: “a bit-by-bit extraction of a memory that can be
viewed by using file system or protocol of the memory chip provider”
(Jansen & Ayers, 2007).
Physical acquisition: “a bit-by-bit extraction of the physical memory
seen by processor and other related hardware components”
(Jansen & Ayers, 2007).
Mobile application: a software application which can be installed on a
mobile operating system (Zeng et al., 2013).
Mobile forensics: scientific procedures and methods to recover the digital
evidence from mobile phones through forensically sound methods for
legal purposes (Jansen & Ayers, 2007).
WeChat: an instant application that can be used as a communication
tool. It supports data sharing activities such as sending and receiving
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Instant messaging (IM) applications on smart phones are being used across the
globe for various modes of communication. They gained popularity mainly due to
their cross−platform compatibility and minimal or no cost addition. This popularity
is also reflected in their use in criminal activities such as threatening, hate speech,
and bullying. Very few publications exist in the mobile forensics domain on the
analysis of IM applications on Android phones without gaining root access. Since
every IM application follows its own communication protocol, there is a significant
diversity in the information that could be stored by IM applications on Android
phones. So it is important to know which artifacts related to IM applications could
be retrieved by tools reliably. In this work, a known set of data was populated on
Android phone using WeChat application. The test phone was logically imaged with
Android Debug Bridge (ADB) and Mobile Phone Examiner Plus (MPE+) logical
tools. Validity and reliability of the test results produced by logical tools were
checked by extracting logical image ten times using each tool. In every extraction,
validity was checked by comparing the extracted set of artifacts with known
populated set of artifacts. Reliability of each tool was checked by comparing the
xiv
extracted file names and their hash values from each time with the sets of data from
other times. Out of the two tested tools, ADB recovered all the shared media and
downloaded documents files with time stamps. Shared media files includes sent and
received images, videos, audios, stickers and downloaded images and videos.
Additionally, profile pictures of the user and participants were also found.
1
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides an introduction to the research study by describing the
problem and the major factors motivating this research. This chapter also explains
the scope and boundaries of this study.
1.1 Background
Smart phones expanded the functionality of traditional mobile devices in a
dramatic way. While the latter can be used only for voice calls, text messaging and
limited internet access, the former can be used for web browsing, gaming, music,
and for many other applications such as providing weather information, flight
check-in, creating videos, photos etc. The expanded functionality available through
smart phones with minimal or no cost addition is attracting more and more
customers every day.
Instant Messaging (IM) applications installed in computers or smart phones
are a popular means of on-line communication. IM applications allow users to
communicate by sharing text messages, audio or video messages, images and files
through internet (Zeng et al., 2013). Initially, IM applications were platform
dependent limiting their usage (Zeng et al., 2013). Nowadays, almost all IM
applications are cross−platform compatible. IM applications allow users to get
2
easily connected to friends and family across various geographic locations. Usage of
IM applications in smart phones was found to be higher compared to IM
applications in computers (Pewinternet.org, 2010).
Smart phones store different kinds of user information such as browsing
history, usage data and information exchanged with other devices
(Casey & Turnbull, 2011). The stored information can be retrieved and used for
forensic investigations (Punja & Mislan, 2008). The activities performed using IM
applications are called artifacts in the forensic community. The method of storage of
information on a smart phone depends on its Operating System (OS). Therefore,
there is a need to study the information stored by these applications on various
mobile Operating Systems from a forensic examination perspective.
Authors Al Mutawa, Baggili, and Marrington (2012) and Gao and Zhang
(2013) and Mahajan, Dahiya, and Sanghvi (2013) noted that each IM application
stores different kinds of artifacts in different locations of an Android phone’s internal
memory with different names. The type of information stored on the internal
memory varies for every IM application (Al Mutawa et al., 2012; Gao & Zhang,
2013; Mahajan et al., 2013). For instance, Viber stores very limited information in
the internal memory of an Android phone (Mahajan et al., 2013). BlackBerry
phones do not store any information of social networking applications.
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1.2 Significance
IM applications on smart phones are gold mines of information to mobile
forensic examiners. Criminal activities such as stalking, defamation by fake
identities were being carried out using them(Al Mutawa et al., 2012;
Zhang & Wang, 2013). Activities performed in smart phones are difficult to extract
for evidence which is being advantageously used in committing crimes
(Al Barghuthi & Said, 2013; Mahajan et al., 2013).
Every IM application is designed on its own communication protocol and
stores diverse and inconsistent information in different locations based on the type
of the mobile operating system (Al Mutawa et al., 2012). Sometimes, the same
operating system may store data in different locations depending on the make of a
phone (Al Mutawa et al., 2012). This necessitates the need for understanding how
an IM application stores data on smart phones and how to conduct forensic analysis
to retrieve useful information. Research work on some IM applications such as
WhatsApp, Viber, Skype, etc., showed that artifacts related to applications can be
found on the internal memory of Android and iOS phones (Al Mutawa et al., 2012;
Mahajan et al., 2013; Thakur, 2013).
However, not all IM applications on an Android device are completely
studied. For example, popular applications such as QQ, Sina, WeChat and Weibo
are not studied on Android based devices. Gao and Zhang (2013) and
(Zhang & Wang, 2013) conducted forensic analysis of IM applications on iOS based
devices (iPhone 4S, iPad2) and found their artifacts on iOS devices. Considering
4
the increasing patronage for the Android OS, this research attempts to fill the lack
of information on WeChat IM application, particularly on retrieving information
from the internal memory of Android phone using forensically sound methods.
1.3 Statement of Purpose
To extract data used by IM applications on Android phones, most of the
researchers gained root access. After gaining root access, extraction of the physical
image followed by the logical image was performed. Though rooting an Android
phone gives low level access to the memory, it is controversial in the forensic
community because rooting process may alter user data on Android phones
(Racioppo & Murthy, 2012). This is against the forensic guidelines and may affect
the admissibility of evidence in a court of law (Racioppo & Murthy, 2012). Rooting
techniques depend on the Android phone manufacturer, model and operating
system version (Simão et al., 2011). Physical image extraction techniques such as
JTAG and Chip−off are invasive, require high technical skill level and sometimes
make the Android phone inoperable. Henceforth, tools based on logical techniques
are used in this study.
Unlike Apple and other mobile operating systems, Android does not have its
own backup tool. Therefore, many open and commercial tools emerged on the
market place to recover data from Android devices and they use different methods
to accomplish the task. Logical tools do not require root access on an Android
phone. Different recovery techniques are used depending on the tool chosen which in
5
turn results in extraction of different sets of information from the mobile devices.
Logical tools designed for Android devices do not require root access. Limited
research studies were conducted using open and commercial logical tools to analyze
IM applications on an Android phone. Therefore this research study used logical
acquisition tools to locate and recover artifacts related to IM applications,
specifically WeChat on the internal memory of an Android based smart phone.
At the time of recovery, the artifacts that are extracted act as a ground
truth. Sometimes, recovery methods extract artifacts inaccurately, inconsistently or
add data during extraction. So, to examine whether a logical tool extracts WeChat
artifacts as they were on the target phone, activities such as sending and receiving
images, videos, audios, text messages, documents, GPS locations were performed on
an Android phone by freshly installing WeChat application on the Android phone.
The count and content of recovered artifacts were compared with original artifacts
on the phone.
1.4 Research Question
What are some of the artifacts related to WeChat IM application that could
be retrieved from an Android smart phone?
6
1.5 Assumptions
This research study relies mainly on properly working logical tools,
hardware, and software. The following assumptions were also made in this study.
1. The Android phone is in ON state and the phone is unlocked or the password
is known to the forensic examiner.
2. WeChat application was already installed and used by the user.
3. WeChat application on the test phone represents a generalizable case.
4. Data on the Android phone does not change in between the extractions.
5. Pulling data from an Android phone using adb pull command transfers full
contents that were present in a directory.
6. Enabling airplane mode on an Android phone isolates it from the network
completely without modifying its data.
7. The forensic examiner has the technical knowledge to install commercial and
open source tools on a Windows machine.
8. The forensic examiner knows device specific ( “USB Debugging” and
“Unknown Sources”) settings on the Android phone.
9. WeChat application is installed on the internal memory of a Android phone.
10. Logical acquisition tools are designed for Android devices to extract data
reliably without adding/removing data to their memory.
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11. Physical access to an Android phone is available to the forensic investigator.
12. The File system extraction obtains the complete user protected data on the
Android smart phone.
13. The Digital Intelligence UltraBlock forensic card reader blocks the write
operation while AccessData’s FTK Imager prepares the physical copy of the
external SD card.
1.6 Limitations
The limitations associated with this study are:
1. WeChat application supports various platforms iOS, Windows, Android,
Symbian and BlackBerry etc. This study only considers locating WeChat
artifacts on an Android phone.
2. Android is being adapted by various manufacturers such as HTC, LG,
Motorola, and Samsung etc. Samsung Galaxy S−3 with Android version 4.4.2
(KitKat) was used as the test phone.
3. Users can perform various activities such as sharing videos, images, contact
numbers, text messages and other activities using WeChat IM application.
This study mainly focuses on finding artifacts, specifically shared text
messages, audios, videos, images, GPS locations, downloaded documents via
WeChat application.
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4. To extract the logical image of Android phone, many open-source and
commercial tools are available in the market. Due to time and cost constraints,
Mobile Phone Examiner (MPE+) and Android Debug Bridge (ADB) logical
tools were used to extract and analyze the logical image of the Android phone.
5. The test phone was a rooted phone. It was brought to the state of a new
phone by a hard reset. It wipes the standard partitions, deletes all installed
applications and makes the recovery partition unavailable.
1.7 Delimitations
The delimitations associated with this study include:
1. Recovery of WeChat artifacts from a brand new Android phone was not
verified.
2. Only a logical image of the Android phone was studied.
3. Deleted data by a user in WeChat application is not taken into account.
1.8 Summary
Motivation for recovering WeChat artifacts from an Android smart phone
was presented. An outline of the study was discussed defining its scope, limitations
and delimitations.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter discusses the progression of mobile phones, challenges in mobile
forensics and Android architecture. It also covers challenges in Android forensics,
available open and commercial tools, necessity of Instant Messaging (IM) forensics
and latest work done on the forensic analysis of IM applications on Android phones.
2.1 Mobile Devices
Mobile phones are playing a crucial role in everyday life. All over the world,
80 percent of people have mobile phones (emarketer.com, 2014). The first mobile
phone (DynaTAC 8000X ) was introduced by Motorola in 1973 using the phone
prototype designed by Martin Cooper (Simão et al., 2011). The DynaTAC 8000X
was solely designed to provide voice communication. Later on, mobile hardware
started supporting many features like camera, external memory and applications
(calendar, address book, clock, Short Message Service (SMS), Multimedia Message
Service (MMS), on-line banking).
In 2007, Apple introduced its smart phone (iphone) with a number of
features, and easy access to internet (Simão et al., 2011). In the year 2008, the
Open Handset Alliance (OHL) formed a group with more than 84 mobile technology
groups from mobile services, manufacturing, hardware, software and semiconductor
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manufacturers and launched a Android operating system (Lessard & Kessler,
2010). Android was designed on open Linux system and became an alternative to
Apple iphone.
2.2 Mobile Forensics
According to Jansen, Brothers, and Ayers (2014), “Mobile forensics is the
science of recovering digital evidence from mobile phones under the forensically
sound conditions using accepted methods” (p. 9). This says that extraction process
should not alter the data of a mobile phone memory from its original state.
2.2.1 Importance of Mobile Forensics
Digital evidence plays a crucial role in a forensic investigation
(Baggili, Mislan, & Rogers, 2007). Recovered data from mobile phones can be
considered as evidence in a court of law (Ahmed & Dharaskar, 2008;
Grispos, Storer, & Glisson, 2011). Mobile forensics can be used in bringing justice
to cases where mobile phones are involved (Agrawal, Panjwani, Sharma, & Sharma,
2013). Grispos et al. (2011) presented several cases where mobile phone evidence
played important role in the investigation of internet crimes.
Mobile phones are hitting the market at a rapid speed with different varieties
of operating systems and great storage capacities (Al-Zarouni, 2006). Frequent
operating system release cycles, large storage capacities, lack of standard framework
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for collection and analysis and evidence volatility are the major difficulties that are
facing by mobile forensic examiners (Al-Zarouni, 2006). The increase in the number
of mobile phone users, frequent updates in technologies that are associated with a
mobile phone (email, camera, GPRS) and the rate of crime involved with mobile
phones are elevating the importance of mobile forensics.
2.2.2 Possible Data Storage Locations
To store basic information on mobile phones, storage medium was
implemented into a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card. A SIM card stores
certain limited information such as subscriber information, text messages and
encryption keys (Willassen, 2003). Willassen (2003) analyzed SIM cards forensically
and established a way to recover the deleted data. A SIM card does not contain
single continuous memory to store all types of information. So, the internal memory
was introduced to store contact numbers, text messages, sent and received calls,
images and other items (Willassen, 2003).
Initially, EEPROM chip was used as the internal memory. To store a large
amount of data with a unlimited number of wipes, EEPROM was replaced with the
flash memory (Willassen, 2003). Today, flash chips in mobile phones are designed
using NAND technology. More recently, mobile manufactures added many features
to mobile phone hardware such as MP3 players and high-resolution cameras. These
additional features demanded the use of external memory. The addition of both the
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internal and external memory made mobile phones as a goldmine of information and
the tools to extract the image of a mobile phone became valuable.
Punja and Mislan (2008) discussed possible data locations on different
mobile phone domain networks namely, Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA),
Global system mobile (GSM) and Integrated Enhanced Digital Network (iDEN).
GSM mobile phones are very popular across the globe and holds significant
information on a SIM card, internal and external flash memory (Willassen, 2005).
Mobile handset memory is a possible data storage location on CDMA mobile phones
(Kim, Hong, & Ryou, 2007). Internal memory, SIM card, and external memory
hold the significant information in iDEN network based mobile phones
(Punja & Mislan, 2008). Willassen (2005) specifically worked on GSM based
mobile phones, listed the possible evidence items that could be collected from a SIM
card. He also worked on extraction and recovery of the deleted text messages and
contact numbers from a SIM card. Different SIM forensic tools were compared to
validate tools obtaining useful information from SIM cards.
Willassen (2005) worked on locating different data items on the internal
memory of a mobile phone by de-soldering the memory chip from the phone using
embedded test technology. This method recovered meaningful and useful data items
which can help in a forensic investigation. Punja and Mislan (2008) listed possible
data types that could be stored on a mobile phone headset memory, SIM card, and
external memory cards. The possible data items that can be obtained from handset
memory of a mobile phone are listed below. They are:
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• “Audio Files (Music and Voice)
• Calendar Entries




• Instant Messaging (IM) chat
• Memos
• Multimedia Messages (MMS)
• Pictures
• Short Message Service (SMS) or Text Messages




• Voice mail” (Punja & Mislan, 2008, p. 2)
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The data that is used or generated by IM applications will be stored on the internal
memory of a mobile phone. Thus in further sections, techniques to extract data
from the internal memory are discussed in detail.
2.2.3 Techniques to Image the Internal Memory
Mobile forensic tools extract data by following either logical or physical
acquisition technique (Jansen & Ayers, 2007). While logical acquisition is a
bit-by-bit copy of the entire logical storage, a physical acquisition is bit-by-bit copy
of the entire physical storage medium (Jansen & Ayers, 2007). Logical acquisition
techniques can only extract data that is visible by a operating system. Physical
acquisition acquires data that is viewed by a processor or mobile hardware chip
(Kim et al., 2007).
Tools based on logical technique access memory by using command and
response based protocols such as attention (AT) commands. The command based
forensic tool kits and software programs extract data by sending queries to the
operating system to communicate with the phone memory (Al-Zarouni, 2007;
Willassen, 2005). Logical techniques cannot recover complete data because they
rely on the response of mobile operating system. If an item is deleted, the pointer
that is connected to the file with in the operating system will be erased. So, logical
techniques cannot extract the deleted items (Al-Zarouni, 2007).
Willassen (2005) compared different forensic tools Tulp2G, MOBILedit!
Forensic, Cell Seizure and Oxygen Phone Manager on NOKIA
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handsets. Akkaladevi, Keesara, and Luo (2011) listed out software packages which
follow logical techniques and provided abilities of each package. Jansen and Ayers
(2007) presented a list of all existing logical forensic tools and listed the acquisition,
examination and reporting capabilities of every forensic tool. Same authors in the
next year compared forensic tools on several other mobile phones and submitted a
report to National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to maintain a
database of all logical forensic tools. NIST is an organization which provides
guidance to forensic examiners, provides recommendations on hardware and
software required for the forensic examination, tools and methods which had already
been tested by forensic examiners and proof of implementations in the field of
mobile phones (Owen & Thomas, 2011). Yates (2010) described several commercial
forensic tools that are based on logical acquisition technique and briefly explained
the architecture of popular mobile platforms, Android, Windows and Symbian. This
helps in understanding the compatibility of forensic tools.
Forensic methods that are based on physical techniques are flasher boxes,
Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) and Chip-off. Al-Zarouni (2007) investigated the
use of flasher boxes and it is a combination of software, hardware and drivers. By
connecting a flasher box between a computer and mobile phone, flash software get
loaded into RAM memory of the mobile phone to read the physical image. This
method is not forensically sound because of lack of proper documentation
(Breeuwsma, 2006).
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The JTAG method extracts complete physical image of a mobile phone, if
the JTAG port of the mobile phone is connected to a computer using a JTAG
emulator. The extracted physical image can be analyzed by using WinHex or any
other software which can analyze binary files (Willassen, 2005). Willassen (2005)
used this physical imaging technique to extract the physical image of the Nokia
5110 model phone and recovered deleted text messages, MMS and calendar
items. Breeuwsma (2006) used the JTAG method on the HP iPaq and other 14
different mobile phones and acquired the complete physical image. Breeuwsma et al.
(2007) provided detailed report on finding the JTAG port among other several ports
on Printed Circuit Board (PCB), problems in accessing memory chips and
procedure to recover deleted items from the physical image. Kim, Hong, and Ryou
(2008) used JTAG method on CDMA based phones (SCH-V920 and SGH-D500) to
dump the entire flash memory. The JTAG method guarantees the extraction of
complete physical image of a mobile phone, does not require specific data cable,
reduces the risk of changing the data on the memory card and omits user level
passwords (Breeuwsma, 2006; Kim et al., 2008).
The Chip-off method requires separation of flash memory physically from
PCB. The separated flash memory can be read by inserting the card into a flash
reader or memory chip programmer (Breeuwsma et al., 2007). To remove flash
memory chip from PCB, Willassen (2005) used Ball Grid Array technology and
Breeuwsma (2006) used soldering iron and hot air using rework
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station. Thing, Ng, and Chang (2010) proposed live memory forensic analysis on
mobile phones to extract the physical image without de-soldering.
2.2.4 Issues in Logical and Physical Techniques
Both logical and physical acquisition techniques have their own pros and
cons. Logical acquisition techniques work fast. Extracted data is very easy to
understand and can be used in a forensic investigation without the need of much
analysis. Logical techniques cannot recover the deleted and unallocated data.
Physical techniques extracts complete RAM, So, they can extract more information
and deleted data from mobile phones. But, it takes longer time to analyze, parse
and derive the extracted data (Jansen & Ayers, 2007). Al-Zarouni (2007) and
Breeuwsma et al. (2007) and Willassen (2005) discussed issues in logical and
physical acquisition techniques. Specifically, Breeuwsma (2006) discussed in detail
on advantages and disadvantages in using flasher boxes, JTAG and Chip-off
techniques.
2.2.5 Challenges in Mobile Forensics
Mobile phones are hitting market with several models by different
manufacturers (Owen & Thomas, 2011). Short release cycles of operating systems,
continuous updates for released operating systems and proprietary nature of file
system protocols, hardware and operating system of mobile phones may not be
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supported by all mobile forensic tools (Baggili et al., 2007; Jansen & Ayers,
2007). Unlike in computers, the dead forensics is not available in mobile phones
because device clock continuously updates even when the device is turned OFF. So,
when a mobile phone is turned ON from OFF state, it might cause different
cryptographic MD-5 hash compared with the hash value of the mobile phone at the
time of phone seizure (Owen & Thomas, 2011).
To consider electronic evidence in a court room, United Kingdoms
Association of Chief police officers (ACPO) designed guidelines on handling
electronic evidence during the electronic investigation. These are categorized in to
four principles (Owen & Thomas, 2011). They are (ACPO, 2007):
• “Principle 1 : No action taken by law enforcement agencies or their agents
should change data held on a computer or storage media which may
subsequently be relied upon in court
• Principle 2 : In exceptional circumstances, where a person finds it necessary to
access original data held on a computer or on a storage media, that person
must be competent to do so and be able to give evidence explaining the
relevance and the implications of their actions
• Principle 3 : An audit trail or other record of all processes applied to computer
based electronic evidence should be created and preserved. An independent
third party should be able to examine those processes and achieve the same
result
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• Principle 4 : The person in charge of the investigation (the case officer) has
overall responsibility for ensuring that the law and these principles are
adhered to”.
ACPO’s guidelines on electronic evidence are difficult to be followed in the area of
mobile forensics. First principle of ACPO (2007) guide cannot be compiled when it
comes to a mobile phone because its storage continually changes whenever the
mobile changes its state and changes may happen automatically without
interference from a user (Baggili et al., 2007).
2.3 Android Forensics
Smart phone users are increasing because of 24X7 accesses to the internet at
all times. Smart phones have great computing power and almost replacing
computers with many applications. On the market place, there are many varieties of
smart phones by Apple, Samsung, BlackBerry, LG, HTC, Motorola, Windows,
Nokia, Panasonic etc., with iOS, Android, Symbian, and Windows operating
systems. Among all, Android is gaining popularity and the users for Android have
been increasing all over the world. According to gartner.com (2014), Android
reached 24.4% of worldwide market by the end of 2014. Android is predicted to be
number one in the mobile platform in coming years. Many manufacturers are
adopting Android operating system in their mobile devices. Currently, 50 mobile
manufacturers are using Android in mobile devices and laptops and have nearly
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600000 applications available for Android users in the Android market (Hoog, 2011;
Son et al., 2013).
Android was designed by Open Handset Alliance (OHA) with major
contributors from mobile hardware, software, and in other fields. Mainly, Android
was designed with a goal to provide a free operating system to users and
competition to expensive iOS. Google acquired Android in 2005 and collaborated
with OHA in designing an open source Linux system (Vijayan, 2012). The first
Android based smart phone was released in the year 2008 and marketed with name
HTC-G1 (Simão et al., 2011). Since then it has been updated many times. There
are currently several versions of Android operating systems. They are 1.0 (API
Level), 1.1 (API level 2) , 1.5 (Cupcake), 1.6 (Donut), 2.0/2.1 (Eclair), 2.2 (Froyo),
2.3 (Gingerbread), 3.0/3/.1/3.2 (Honeycomb), 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich) ,
4.1/4.2/4.3 (Jelly Bean) and 4.4 (KitKat). According to iResearchchina.com (2013),
number of active Android users is 270 millions. To understand how Android stores
information, it is important to know the architecture of an Android and how it
handles different applications.
2.3.1 Android Architecture
The Android operating system is designed to support a variety of hardware.
The compatibility is being achieved because of the central Linux kernel of the
operating system. It allows mobile manufacturers to design their devices in
accordance with needed requirements. Android architecture is mainly divided into
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five sections with four layers. They are Linux Kernel, Libraries, Application
Framework and Applications (Vijayan, 2012). The architecture of Android is shown
in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Architecture of Android Operating System (Hoog, 2011)
Linux Kernel: The bottom layer in the stack is Linux kernel. Android is built
based on the Linux kernel version 2.6 to control all hardware and its drivers
(Simão et al., 2011). Linux kernel mainly controls crucial functionalities power,
memory and process management and it maintains necessary drivers that need to
identify various hardware maintains by this layer.
Libraries: The libraries layer sit on top of Linux kernel. All libraries are
written in C and C++. Libraries direct applications to handle different kinds of
data. Among its libraries, SQLite library directs structured data storage on Android
Hoog (2011), Webkit library controls the open source browser engines, rendering
HTML Vijayan (2012), other third party applications and OpenGL/ ES and SGL
manages 2D and 3D media and Media framework to support various media packs.
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Time Libraries: The Run-time libraries are located in the libraries layer and
bundled into core java libraries and Dalvik virtual machine. Dalvik virtual machine
is responsible for running multiple applications on Android devices (Simão et al.,
2011). Dalvik VM interprets and translates applications that are written in Java
and makes the operating system to understand and respond according to it
(Simão et al., 2011).
Application framework: Android framework consists of blocks, where all the
applications on Android communicate with them. This layer includes basic
functions of the Android, for example: resource, location, navigation, packager and
telephony manager (Vijayan, 2012).
Applications: An applications layer is the top layer of the Android. It
consists of several applications which are written in Java. All applications can run
simultaneously and the basic applications are contacts, home, phone, and browser
etc.
2.3.2 Android SDK
Android platform provides Software Development Kit (SDK) to interact,
query, install or delete applications, access command shell or extract data from an
Android device (Hoog, 2011). The SDK facilitates high level software application
development by providing an emulator, Eclipse and Android Debug Bridge (ADB)
(Vidas, Zhang, & Christin, 2011). By installing the Android SDK on a workstation
or laptop, it allows the workstation to communicate with the connected Android
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device. This can be helpful in a forensic analysis of an Android device (Vijayan,
2012).
The Android SDK consists of many tools and one among them is Android
Debug Bridge (ADB). The ADB tool on a workstation allows it to access the system
partitions if the USB debugging mode is enabled (Hoog, 2011) on an Android
phone. The active files on an Android device can be transferred to a connected
workstation by using ADB commands. The common commands to check whether a
workstation can communicate with an Android device properly is adb device (Hoog,
2011). Another important ADB command to open the shell on an Android device is
adb shell (Hoog, 2011). Mohindra (2008) documented the overview of built-in
system commands. They can be helpful to forensic examiners to collect the basic
information such as date, file system, running processes and connection states etc.
from an Android phone in a quick manner. On an Android device, access to system
reserved partitions is restricted to prevent malicious applications to affect Android
operating system operability and security (Simão et al., 2011). Access to system
protected areas on an Android device is possible by gaining root privileges
(Simão et al., 2011).
2.3.3 Android File System
The file system specifies the way the data is organized. Android is designed
based on Linux file system(Vijayan, 2012). Android devices are equipped with
NAND flash memory because of “small chip size and non-volatile nature” (Hoog,
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2011). The first file system that was implemented on Android devices is Yet
Another Flash File System ( YAFFS2 ). Android supports the FAT and FAT 32 file
system on the external SD card. The trouble with YAFFS2 file system is that, most
of the current Android forensic tools in the market are not compatible with this
type of file system. So, forensic tools had problems in mounting the Android
partitions and accessing the data stored on the file system
(Barmpatsalou, Damopoulos, Kambourakis, & Katos, 2013; Vijayan, 2012).
YAFFS2 raised many issues in enhancing the system performance and speed
of the input or output devices (Barmpatsalou et al., 2013). The YAFFS2 file
system was replaced with a new file system named Fourth Extended File System
(EXT4) before the release of Android Gingerbread version 2.3 (Barmpatsalou et al.,
2013). The EXT4 file system is designed to support the dual core processor and to
improve the journaling file system. Journaling event system keeps the logs of all
actions and provides the error recovery mechanism (Barmpatsalou et al., 2013;
Vijayan, 2012). The EXT4 file system provides “acquisition of unallocated files and
recovery options” (Barmpatsalou et al., 2013).
2.3.4 Procedures to Handle Android Devices
To have the exact forensic copy of an Android phone, it needs to be handled
properly. Like other mobile devices, Android device loses important information, if
the device power is turned OFF. Lim and Khoo (2009) discussed dilemmas in
handling a computer and mobile phone. They suggested to leave a mobile phone in
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ON state rather than turning OFF. To circumvent an Android phone from locking,
Hoog (2011) suggested two different methods. They are:
1. “Increase the timeout period to postpone the screen locking.
2. Enable stay awake and USB debugging options” (Hoog, 2011, Chapter 2)
During the forensic investigation, if a phone is in ON state, it must be
isolated from network. Criminals may run remote applications to destroy important
data on Android devices (Lim & Khoo, 2009). To isolate an Android device from
networks, different methods are present. They are: turning an Android device into
OFF states, removing SIM card, placing device in a shielded cover, disabling WiFi
access or activating airplane mode etc. Hoog (2011) discussed advantages and
disadvantages of each techniques and recommended to set an Android device in
airplane mode to isolate a phone from networks.
If an Android phone is in OFF state, the external SD card must be detached
from the Android phone (Simão et al., 2011). After separating the memory card,
the Android phone must be turned into ON state. If the device has a pass code
lock, forensic examiners have to follow techniques to bypass the pass code.
According to Jansen et al. (2014), there are three different techniques to get the
pass code of an Android device. They are the investigative method, software, and
hardware method. Among them, hardware method is a destructive
method. Simão et al. (2011) developed a data acquisition method to acquire data
from Android smart phones. They documented a flow chart and listed all possible
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dilemmas that a forensic examiner may encounter during the examination of
Android phones. The flowchart is shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Extraction Process (Simão et al., 2011)
Step by step guidelines to handle Android phone were showed in Figure 2.2.
This helps forensic examiner from seizing an Android device to extract data in a
forensically sound way.
2.3.5 Android Forensic Challenges
Android platform is being adapted by many manufacturers in their electronic
products and several versions of Android operating system have been releasing into
market at high speed. Unlike iOS, Android allows users to store a vast amount of
information on the internal and external data storage medium. The myriad
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structure of Android file system poses challenges to Android forensic tools to extract
complete data.
Android forensics consists of logical and physical techniques to extract data.
To extract the exact mirror copy of an Android device, gaining root privileges is
necessary (Lessard & Kessler, 2010). Root access typically gives access to the root
directory and allows user to perform high privileged activities (Grover, 2013). So,
manufactures intentionally do not provide access to the root directory in order to
prevent security flaws in the operating system or installed applications on a phone
(Grover, 2013). To obtain root privileges on an Android phone, installation of third
party application on an Android device is necessary. The root privileges gives
unrestricted and complete access of the system and helps in recovering deleted data
items.
Rooting an Android device may alter portions of user data, undermines
security model and sometimes causes an Android device inoperable (Grover, 2013;
Vidas et al., 2011). Mainly, rooting violates one of the digital evidence rule by
ACPO. Alteration of root privileges makes electronic evidence inadmissible in the
court room(Al Mutawa et al., 2012; Hoog, 2011; Lessard & Kessler, 2010;
Vidas et al., 2011). Grover (2013) recommended to avoid root access whenever it is
possible. As per the forensic guidelines, alteration of the root privileges on an
Android phone may changes data (Grover, 2013; Hoog, 2011; Vidas et al., 2011;
Vijayan, 2012) Forensic experts and researchers are not recommending rooting for
several reasons. Rooting techniques varies for every Android software version, model
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and manufacturer (Vidas et al., 2011). Hardware based approaches can extract the
complete image without rooting an Android phone. The hardware based approaches
are invasive and may makes an Android phone inoperable. The other techniques
and their challenges are discussed below.
Thing et al. (2010) performed live memory forensics to investigate volatile
memory which stores the Internet browsing data, application and instant messaging
data by utilizing the PTRA CE ATTACH method. This technique achieved 100 %
evidence acquisition, especially in obtaining all outgoing messages from the certain
limited number of Android phones. This technique was used for debugging
occasionally and re purposed mainly for malware analysis (Barmpatsalou et al.,
2013).
Complete access to an Android device can gained using recovery partitions or
boot loader method. Vidas et al. (2011) used recovery partitions to extract exact
copy of the Android device Vidas et al. (2011). Though this method reduces the
chances of possible changes to data on an Android device, it do not prevent
completely. To avoid the troubles in gaining root access on an Android phone and
its side effects, this study focused on tools based on logical acquisition technique.
Logical tools designed for Android do not require root access.
2.3.6 Android Data Storage
Android stores data on the internal and external memory(Vijayan, 2012).
IM applications on an Android phone may store data in either of the two locations.
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Android operating system does not follow any restrictions to store data related to
applications on the external memory but follows API’S to store data on the internal
memory (Hoog, 2011).
Android uses the concept of sand box. This causes all applications to be
installed in specific areas. According to (Yates, 2010), Android stores the call
history, text messages, emails, video, instant messaging and other items on the
internal storage. On the file system, the /data directory contains default home
directory of all installed applications on a Android phone. The /data directory
contains the database files, call logs, text messages, contacts and caches
(Racioppo & Murthy, 2012). In the forensic examination of an Android device, the
database files and the libraries component plays a vital role (Lessard & Kessler,
2010). Android operating system uses SQLite database format for the complete
data object structure. SQLite database is an open source and cost free.
Every application on a Android phone have a default directory in the
location /data/data/< package name >/. This location mainly contains databases,
files, libs and shared prefs directories. Some manufacturers may alter these
directories to store the data to their own needs. To store all the pre-installed
applications, Samsung uses the directory /dbdata/database/< package name >/
(Andriotis, Oikonomou, & Tryfonas, 2012).
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Since major artifacts related to all installed applications and the system
information can be on the internal memory of a Android phone more emphasize was
given to image the internal memory using logical techniques.
2.3.7 Logical Techniques to Image the Internal Memory
Most of the Android logical techniques obtain data from by accessing the file
system. Mohindra (2008) illustrated the Android file system. See Figure 2.3 for
directories on the file system on an Android phone.
Figure 2.3: Directories of a Android Operating System (Mohindra, 2008)
Logical tools designed for an Android phone may extract data that is present
on all directories including the /data directory but deleted data records cannot be
recovered. Logical techniques are fast, easy to use, and do not require examiners to
be aware of the hardware details of an Android phone. To use logical tools on an
Android phone, USB debugging mode must be enabled (Hoog, 2011). Logical





4. Recovery mode” (Hoog, 2011; Son et al., 2013; Vidas et al., 2011)
On the market place, there are many open and commercial tools available tools.
The following sections will discuss available open and commercial logical tools.
2.3.7.1. Open Source Tools
One of the open source tool available for Law enforcement officers and Police
officers is viaForencis, AFLogical. Andrew Hoog is the main developer of AFLogical
and owner of viaForensics company. AFLogical tool extracts data using content
providers which is similar to most of the commercial tools to extract data using
logical acquisition Hoog (2011). Hoog (2011) used AFLogical on Android phones
and listed the maximum artifacts that could be extracted from Android phones.
By installing and running the AFLogical application on an Android phone,
logical image of the Android phone can be extracted. After the extraction,
AFLogical must be deleted. Liles, Kovacik, and O’Day (2007) provided a step by
step procedure using AFLogical tool for logical image extraction. They proposed a
methodology to extract the maximum artifacts from Android phones. Manual
forensics with AFLogical tool recovered maximum information on Android phones.
There are few other open source tools available to acquire logical image form an





Text book by Hoog (2011) and research articles by Jovanovic and Redd (2012) and
Yates (2010) provides a detailed report on how to use logical acquisition tools.
2.3.7.2. Commercial Tools
Hoog (2011) recommends viaForensics, viaExtract to extract the logical
image. This tool mainly designed to support frequent updates that have been
introducing into the mobile phones (Simão et al., 2011). According to
ViaForensics.com (2014), viaExtract logical acquisition tool has many consistent
features and this method does not require copying of any application on to a





4. Micro Systemation XRY
5. Paraben Device Seizure
6. Cellebrite’s UFED4PC
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7. Mobile phone examiner (MPE+)
The UFED4PC and MPE+ are software based tools. They do not require copy of
application on an Android phone and do not place extraction agent temporarily on
the external SD card while extraction.
2.3.8 Selection of Logical Tools
Logical tools are divided in two categories. The first category provides
hardware units to extract logical image and software to analyze the extracted
image. The second category provides software to extract and analyze the logical
image. In this study, software based logical tools were used.
Few logical tools extract phone system data and present data in a particular
format. Other logical tools with File system extraction capability, recovers system
data and file system. File system extraction is another type of logical acquisition
and recovers more information such as application data, allocated data and recovery
of user data like call and SMS logs, contacts (Hoog, 2011). The file system
extraction results contain Android apk files and full content of the Android’s /data.
The /data directory contains SQLite databases related to all installed applications
on Android phone. In the literature review, from IM forensics, author found that
SQLite databases provide more information used by the application such as shared
text messages and contact number. Therefore, this study considered logical tool
which have capability to extract logical image as well as the file system of the
Android phone.
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One of the important tools available in Android Software Development
kit(SDK) is Android Debug Bridge (ADB) (Hoog, 2011). The ADB tool provides
deeper insight in to the Android platform. Using ADB as an interface, a computer
can access the command shell, install or remove applications and transfer data
to/from of the Android phone. ADB is open source, immediately available to
forensic examiners to use and considered as an important tool for forensic and
security analysis in the forensic community (Hoog, 2011). So, author used ADB
logical tool in this research study to extract data that was created by the WeChat
on the internal memory. ADB can access the system partitions and /data folder, if
the root access on the Android phone is gained. Since rooting may alters data on
the Android phone, root access was not gained in this study to access the /data
directory using ADB.
Few open source backup tools like MyBackup Pro, Titanium designed for
Android device extracts File system of the phone. But, they require root access on
the Android phone to extract complete file system. So, author used logical tools
which do not require root access to extract the complete file system. In this process,
author found few commercial tools which have file system extraction capability
without rooting the Android phone. They are Cellebrite UFED4PC software
(3.0.6.38), MPE+(5.5.2), EnCase (7.09.03) and Cellebrite UFED hardware device
with firm ware version (4.0.4) tools, etc. Among them MPE+ was used because of
comprehensive support for various Android phone models and availability in the
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Purdue Forensics laboratory. MPE+ tool has built-in exploits to extract the file
system of Android phones.
2.4 Instant Messaging Applications
In the olden days, mobile phones were mainly used for voice communication.
Later, mobile phones started providing text, voice, image and video type of
communication. After some time, applications that can be installed on hand held
devices were developed. Applications are designed to be supported by the mobile
operating system (Zeng et al., 2013). Applications are usually called as apps. The
mobile apps are designed to suit the specific mobile operating system environment.
Among the different applications on smart phones, IM applications are becoming
widely popular in the online social communication (Husain & Sridhar, 2010).
Zeng et al. (2013) quotes, “Instant messaging is a terminal service” which
helps in exchanging the text, audio, video messages and files between two or more
real time users who are logged in to the same instant message service provider. In
1970, a first instant messaging service named, PLATO was developed (Zeng et al.,
2013). By 1980, UNIX/Linux based instant messaging became very popular in the
field of academia and it was widely used by many engineers (Zeng et al., 2013). In
November 1996, the first internet based instant messaging software has extensively
used by non Linux or UNIX users (Zeng et al., 2013). This has lead to the
development of further internet based IM applications. Currently, the popular IM
applications are WhatsApp, Viber, Myspace, WeChat, Skype, Google Talk and
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others. The number of users for IM applications around the world is 3,408 million
and by the end of 2017 it is predicted to be 4,462 millions (Taitague & Radicati,
2013).
Every IM application has its own communication protocol (Zeng et al.,
2013). This causes the communication between the same IM applications. Today,
all IM applications are cross platform compatible and most of them are internet
based. Now a day’s, IM applications are the most used services in personal and
business communication, e-commerce and work. All recent IM applications provide
sending and receiving of videos, audios, text, group chat, video conference, sharing
GPS locations and transfer of files functions.
2.4.0.1. Why Instant Messaging forensics
IM applications on smart phones do not incur additional service charges
other than internet data plan. They sync with contact lists on a phone. Particularly
the usage of IM applications on smart phones is preferred over other devices because
of their portable and user-friendly nature (Al Mutawa et al., 2012).
IM applications allow users to share messages, videos, text messages and
images. All these features attracted many smart phone users to use them to stay
connected to people across the globe. However, these benefits are attracting
criminals to use IM applications, by taking advantage of loopholes in the network
security and difficulty in tracking the activities performed using these applications
on smart phones. The wealth of information that IM applications hold is attracting
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criminals, hackers, eve droppers and fraudsters to steal the information to conduct
activities such as stalking and defaming (Al Mutawa et al., 2012; Thakur, 2013).
The author Mahajan et al. (2013) found artifacts related to IM applications
on the internal memory of Android phones and concluded that those artifacts could
be useful in forensic examinations. Thakur (2013) found and recovered deleted data
performed by WhatsApp application on an Android phone. Al Mutawa et al. (2012)
worked on Face book, Twitter and MySpace applications on iOS, Android and
BlackBerry smart phones. From the literature review, it was found that IM
applications store information associated with them on the internal memory of a
smart phone.
2.4.0.2. About WeChat
WeChat is an IM application which can send chat, audio, video, group chat
and images via internet in real time. The WeChat application was first published by
Tencent company in China on January 21, 2011. Within a short span of time,
WeChat gained it’s popularity. The number of WeChat users broke to 100 million
by the end of March, 2012 (Zeng et al., 2013). According to (iResearchchina.com,
2013), the number of aggregate hours spend by the WeChat users is 130 million and
by the end of May, 2013 it was more than 440 million. WeChat is not phone
dependent and supports major mobile operating systems such as iOS, Android,
Windows, BlackBerry and Symbian etc. WeChat is not factory installed application
and it is totally free to users.
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WeChat application automatically syncs with mobile contacts. If WeChat is
connected via Facebook and Gmail account, all these contacts can be accessed by
WeChat. Besides providing communication like other applications, WeChat is
designed as snappy, economical and easy plug and play. WeChat is available in
multiple international languages. These all features attracted many Chinese users
and made WeChat as the China’s number one social media application. WeChat
allows user to use the application on a mobile phone or on a computer via web
WeChat. The web WeChat can be used by scanning the QR code on the web page,
web.wechat.com by the scan QR code option on the WeChat. The web WeChat
provides user to share documents on personal computer to a smart phone.
2.4.1 Related Work
Previous research work discussed in detail about finding the artifacts
of IM applications on Android phones. The below section focus on research studies
that were conducted by different researchers and the methods and tools used to
locate the artifacts of different IM applications.
Al Mutawa et al. (2012) worked on recovering activities performed by
Facebook, Twitter and MySpace applications on Android, iPhone and Black Berry
phones. Useful information related those IM applications on Android and iphone
devices was found by examining their database files. In order to find more
information related to IM applications on a Android phone, rooted the phone by
installing Odin3
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Test procedures on a Android phone was conducted in three stages. They are
listed below:
• Scenario: Installed social networking applications on a Android phone and
conducted predefined set of activities like uploading texts, comments, sending
emails within the applications and chatting.
• Acquisition: Rooted the Android phone and inserted a new SD card into
phone and acquired logical image of the phone by installing an application
named MyBackup version 2.7.7 and copied recovered data to the newly
inserted SD card.
• Analysis: Analyzed the backup directory on the external SD card and
examined the recovered directories.
Mahajan et al. (2013) conducted experiments to find artifacts of WhatsApp
and Viber applications on a Android phone. Their research was mainly focused on
finding the artifacts of both IM applications along with their time stamps. The
experiments were conducted on rooted and non-rooted Android phones. Cellebrite
UFED, version 1.8.0 was used to extract the file system of the Android phone.
UFED physical analyzer was used to analyze the recovered data in the file system
extraction. The sent and received text messages and media files by WhatsApp were
found with time stamps but very limited artifacts associated with Viber were found.
Database files created by the WeChat application were analyzed using the SQLite
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database browser. They provided more information related to WhatsApp
application.
Thakur (2013) listed out the WhatsApp artifacts that were found on a
rooted and non rooted Android phone. She noted that rooting gives access to the
unencrypted database files and recovers maximum data related to WhatsApp
application. The universal Androot application was used to root the Android phone
and for acquisition MemFetch tool was used. In the volatile memory acquisition,
analyzed the dump of the memory to find the recent activities performed by
WhatsApp user and developed a tool named, whatsAppRamXtract to recover
deleted text messages by WhatsApp.
Al Barghuthi and Said (2013) investigated the encryption level of IM
applications: Skype, Gmail web based messenger, Facebook, Yahoo, Google talk
web browser, e-buddy on laptops and mobile phones. They chose Samsung Galaxy
Android phone and used AFLogical to acquire logical image of the phone and found
the artifacts of each application by accessing the database files created by
corresponding applications.
Zhang and Wang (2013) conducted a forensic analysis of QQ, WeChat, Sina,
Webo and Skype IM applications on iOS devices by acquiring the logical image.
Artifacts related to each IM application were found on the acquired logical image.
Gao and Zhang (2013) worked specifically on forensic analysis of WeChat
application on iOS devices using the free backup utility, iTunes and found ∗.aud,
MM.sqlite, ∗.pic,∗.picthum,∗picusr,∗.pichd, ∗.mp4 and ∗.thum related to WeChat
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application on iPhone. Analysis of these files revealed the shared audio, video,
music and image files by the WeChat application.
2.5 Summary
The literature review discussed in detail about the research that has been
going in the area of mobile forensics. This chapter especially discusses the Android
architecture and file system which is very important in Android forensics. The
recent research in the area of Android forensics, available techniques to extract data




This chapter describes the method employed in this research study to
investigate the research question. To achieve the goal of this study, logical
acquisition techniques were used to locate and recover WeChat artifacts. Android
phone used as the test phone to conduct experiments and the test procedure used
are also discussed in this chapter.
3.1 Overview of Experimental Design
The main aim of this study was to find the WeChat artifacts that could be
extracted from the internal memory of an Android phone. This study was
conducted in six phases listed below.
1. Test environment setup
2. Test Data Creation
3. Preservation and Isolation
4. Extraction
5. Analysis
6. Validation and Reliability
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Logical techniques of Android Debug Bridge (ADB) and Mobile Phone
Examiner Plus (MPE+) were used to extract the logical image. The FTK and
EnCase analyzers were used to analyze recovered data by ADB. MPE+ analyzer
was used to analyze logical image extracted by MPE+. Figure 3.1 depicts the
methodology that was followed in this study.
Figure 3.1: Methodology Diagram
3.2 Test Environment Setup
In this phase, setup of forensic workstation and selection of Android phone
to conduct experiments are discussed. To consider the electronic evidence obtained
from a phone, a forensically sound environment which does not alter evidence on
the electronic device is necessary (Mahajan et al., 2013). Thus, all experiments in
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this study were conducted using forensically accepted conditions and devices to
preserve the integrity of extracted data.
3.2.1 Selection of Android Phone
At the time of this study, Android phones that were available in Purdue
Forensics laboratory were Samsung and HTC. Samsung Galaxy S−3 with 4.4.2
version operating system was selected as the test phone. The test phone was a
rooted phone with an internal storage capacity of eight GB. Since the test phone
was rooted, a hard reset was performed to bring it back to factory settings. Before
populating data on the test phone using WeChat, a brand new SD card with 16 GB
capacity was inserted to serve as the external memory. The test phone
characteristics were included in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Samsung Galaxy S−3 Device Characteristics
Phone Specification Details
Operating system Android 4.4.2 “KitKat”
Device name SCH−I535





3.2.2 Forensic Workstation Setup
A workstation with Windows 7 operating system was used as a base station
to conduct experiments. Windows platform was chosen because one of the tool used
in this study (MPE+) is only compatible with Windows machines. The forensic
workstation had Intel Core (TM) 2 Duo processor and driven by a 64 bit operating
system.
To prepare the forensic workstation to recognize the test phone, Samsung
USB drivers for mobile phones (version 1.5.24.999) were installed. The drivers were
downloaded from Samsung manufacturer’s website. Google’s Android Software
Development Kit (SDK), which depends on the Oracle Java Development Kit
(JDK) was downloaded and installed on the Windows workstation. Installation of
SDK on the workstation allows to use the Android Debug Bridge (ADB). In the
SDK installer, packages shown in Figure 3.2 were included.
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Figure 3.2: ADB Package Options
The MPE+ tool was installed on the workstation by mounting the ISO files
of MPE5.5.4. The ISO image was downloaded from Accessdata.com (2014) website.
The license for MPE+ tool was on the network server. To configure a network
licensing source on the workstation, host and port numbers of the network server
were provided. Hardware and software shown in Table 3.2 were used to conduct
experiments in this study.
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Table 3.2: Hardware and Software Equipment
Hardware or Software Details
Samsung Galaxy S−3
Mobile Phone Examiner Plus, version 5.5.4
Ultra Block Forensic Card Reader from Digital Intelligence
Windows 7 forensic workstation, with 64 bit operating system
Accessdata’s FTK Imager version 3.1.4.6
AccessData Forensic Toolkit (FTK), version 5.3.3.9
Android SDK Platform 4.4.2, API 19
EnCase, version 7.09.03
Android Debug Drivers, version 4.4.2 (API 19)
Microsoft Excel
Acrobat Pro XI
3.3 Test Data Creation
WeChat (version 5.2.1) was installed on the test phone via Google Play store
and activities were performed using this application. WeChat on a mobile phone
can be mirrored on a workstation (Desktop or laptop) by scanning the QR code at
the web site www.web.wechat.com. Accessing mobile WeChat application on a work
station is called as ‘web WeChat’. The web WeChat enables users to also share
documents in addition to images and videos. Firefox web browser (29.0.1) was used
on Windows workstation for web WeChat.
The test data was created by sending and receiving consecutive text
messages, images, audios, videos, GPS locations and documents to/from other
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participants by WeChat on the test phone. The communication was limited to four
participants. The test phone (Samsung Galaxy S−3) initiated the conversations and
other participants were on Windows, Black Berry, iphone and Android phones. Two
of them were mobile contacts, the third one was a Google contact and the fourth
one was created by adding a WeChat user ID. Unique images, videos, documents,
and audio messages were sent and received to make the identification process easy.
The activities were performed using both Wi−Fi and internet data plan on the test
phone.
Figure 3.3: WeChat Activities On Test Phone
A unique profile picture was chosen from the other shared images to avoid
ambiguity in identification process. The WeChat ID, user name and password of the
user were recorded to check whether logical acquisition tools would be able to
acquire information related to the user. Some of the shared messages and images
were deleted intentionally to investigate whether logical acquisition tools recover
deleted activities.
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Database was built by sending and receiving 280 text messages from the test
phone to other phones via WeChat. WeChat allows several ways to share images,
documents, and videos. WeChat version 5.2.1 allows users to download sent and
received images, videos, and documents. The activities performed using WeChat
application are listed below.
• Shared images taken via WeChat’s Take Photo option
• Shared images stored on the internal and external memory
• Shared images between the test phone and workstation using web WeChat
• Shared images in the workstation via web WeChat
• Transferred documents and images from workstation to the test phone via web
WeChat
• Sent and received audio and video messages
• Sent and received GPS locations
• Received images
• Shared .pdf and word documents via web WeChat
• Received documents
• Downloaded received images and video messages
• Downloaded specific .pdf and .doc of received documents
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• Sent and received text messages
Table 3.3 lists the count of sent and received text messages, media messages, media
files, and downloaded media files on the test phone.
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Table 3.3: Count of Artifacts Used/Generated by WeChat on Test Phone
Activity Location of the artifact Count of artifacts
Sent images Internal memory 7
External memory 3
Workstation( via WeChat) 3
Images captured via WeChat’s
‘Take Photo’ option
7




Downloaded documents .pdf documents 7
.docx documents 1
Sent audio files 10





Sent text messages 185
Received text messages 95
Sent GPS locations 3





Images posted on WeChat
page via ‘My Posts’
1




3.4 Initial Steps for Preservation and Isolation
Before the logical image extraction of the test phone, it was set to ON state
with the battery fully charged. Next, the test phone was immediately isolated from
network by enabling airplane mode. Hoog (2011) discussed different possible options
and their consequences. Setting an Android phone in airplane mode was followed by
many Android forensic examiners. The Stay awake option on the test was used to
prevent the test phone screen from going into sleep mode. The stay awakeoption
can be found under apps − > Settings − > Developer options.
Android does not store system data on the external SD card but still it could
be a valuable source of information to examine the unallocated data
(Lessard & Kessler, 2010). Therefore, the physical image of the test phone’s
external SD card was prepared by separating it from test phone. The Samsung
Galaxy S−3 model houses memory slot outside the battery. Therefore, there was no
need to remove the battery to unmount the external SD card from the test phone.
After imaging the physical copy of SD card, it was kept aside. A brand new SD card
with eight GB capacity was inserted in the test phone.
3.4.1 Physical Imaging of the External SD card
A forensic card reader with a built−in hardware write blocker was used for
the physical imaging process. Forensic card reader (read-only) was connected to
built−in USB port of the workstation. The forensic card was verified to have
read-only permission, by doing a test transfer of a file from the workstation to
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another SD card (other than the SD card of test phone) inserted in it. The file
writing operation was blocked by the card reader confirming its read-only
permission. After confirming that forensic card reader as read-only device, the
external SD card of the test phone was placed into the forensic card reader. FTK
Imager program was employed on the workstation to prepare the physical image.
On the main page of FTK Imager, File − > Create Disk Image option was chosen
to select source drive selection type as Physical drive. Selection of the USB card
reader as the source drive for physical imaging is shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Selection of USB SD Reader for Physical Imaging
After the preparation of the physical image, the computed hash value was
compared with reported hash value to verify whether integrity was maintained
during the imaging process. Figure 3.5 shows the image summary.
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Figure 3.5: Image Summary
3.4.2 Preparations for Logical Image Extraction
To extract the logical image of Android phone with ADB, Android phone
must be preconfigured to enable USB debugging mode. The Developer Options on
an Android phone allows access to USB debugging. But, by default Developer
Options screen is hidden in Android 4.2 and above. On the test phone, the
Developer Options were activated by using a one-time procedure: tapping Build
number for seven times. On Android 4.4.2, Build number was found under apps
− > settings(more) − > About Device. After enabling the Developer options screen,
the USB debugging mode on the test phone was activated.
MPE+ tool requires enabling of installation of apps from Unknown sources
setting, deselection of Verify apps and activation of USB debugging mode on the
Android phone. By default, Unknown sources was unchecked and Verify apps
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checked on the Android phone. Thus, after extracting data using ADB, Unknown
sources and Verify apps settings were modified on the test phone to allow the
MPE+ tool to communicate with Android phone. On Android 4.4.2, Unknown
sources and Verify apps were found under apps − >Settings − > Security on the
test phone.
3.5 Extraction
This section explains procedures followed to extract the logical image of
Android phone. First, ADB tool in SDK was used and later MPE+ tool was used.
Due to limited hard disk space on the workstation, extracted data using both ADB
and MPE+ was saved to specific locations on the external hard drive. The external
hard drive was connected to in-built USB ports of the workstation using a data
cable. Table 3.4 explains the procedure that was used to extract the logical image of
the test phone using ADB tool.
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Table 3.4: ADB Extraction Procedure
Step No Task
1 Phone was connected to in-built USB port of workstation using USB data cable
2 Command prompt was opened from the path where the adb.exe was installed
3 The adb server process was started
4 Shell access to test phone was gained
5 Directories that were present on the internal memory were examined using Linux commands
7 Screen shots of directories that contain text and media files were captured
8 The adb pull command was used to transfer directory that was created by WeChat to
a specified location on external hard drive
9 logcat command was issued to dump logs of the events associated with WeChat
on Android phone
10 adb server process was stopped
11 USB settings were revoked on test phone
12 Phone was disconnected from workstation
13 Test phone was restarted
Steps listed in Table 3.4 were repeated for ten times in the same order. On
the external hard drive, ten folders with names as shown in Table 3.5 were created.
Every time, pulled directory was stored to a different folder. For example, the
directory that was pulled in the first time extraction using ADB was stored to the
ADB Extraction 1 folder. In the second time, directory was stored to the
ADB Extraction 2 folder and so on respectively.
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In order to check whether ADB tool extracted WeChat artifacts without
changing cryptoraphically hashed values, MD5 hash values were computed using
EnCase software. A new case file named, ADB EXTRACTION ANALYSIS was
created using the EnCase and imported all folders that are shown in Table 3.5. All
ten folders that were shown in Tablenamesrandom were processed by Encase.
EnCase software identified Name, File Extension, Last Created and etc., fields
associated with every file. The MD5 hash value to files were generated using
Hash/Sig Selected property. After generating hash value to all files in the case file,
ADB EXTRACTION ANALYSIS, Name and MD5 fields of all ten folders were
exported to an Excel sheet named, Hash Analysis.xls. Figure 3.6 shows comparison
of Name and MD5 fields in the Hash Analysis.xls sheet.
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Figure 3.6: Name and MD5 Fields
To verify the correctness of the MD5 hash values generated by EnCase
software, FTK Imager was used. Using FTK Imager, evidence tree was prepared
with ten folders that were shown in Table 3.5. The FTK Imager processed all files
in the evidence tree and listed Name, MD5 and SHA1 fields associated with every
file. The Name and MD5 fields of ADB Extraction 1 folder were saved to a .csv
file. A new excel sheet was created and Name and MD5 fields exported by EnCase
and FTK Imager for the folder ADB Extraction 1 were placed into it. Comparison
between same column names was performed using the Exact function of excel sheet.
The results revealed that MD5 hash values computed by EnCase and FTK Imager
for every file was same.
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After the logical image extraction with ADB, MPE+ was used to extract the
logical image and file system of Android phone. Table 3.6 explains the procedure
that was followed to extract the logical image of the Android phone using MPE+.
Table 3.6: Logical Image Extraction Procedure with MPE+
Step No. Task
1 USB settings were revoked on test phone
2 Test Phone was restarted
3 Connected test phone to workstation via USB data cable
4 Launched MPE+ tool on workstation
5 Extracted logical image of test phone
6 After extraction MPE+ tool was closed by clicking on ‘X’ button on tool page
7 Disconnected test phone from workstation
Steps listed in Table 3.6 were repeated for ten times. Ten folders were
created to store logical images extracted by MPE+ in every extraction. MPE+ tool
computed hash values to extracted logical images and stored in a text file. The hash
value of the ten logical images are listed in Table 3.7.
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Table 3.7: MD5 Hash Value of Logical Images











After every extraction, test phone was restarted. Because of this, hash values
of ten logical images were different from each other. The effect of this on the study
discussed in Chapter 5.
3.5.1 Logical Image Extraction Procedure with ADB
This section explains how the directories present on the file system of the
test phone were examined using ADB tool. To examine the live data on the test
phone (live analysis), it was connected to the forensic workstation via USB data
cable. A screen prompted on the test phone to accept the RSA key. The
authentication of the RSA key allows USB debugging via the workstation and
execution of ADB commands. So, authentication of RSA key was done by clicking
the OK button on the authentication screen. To perform live analysis ADB
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commands were executed from the command line window, where the drivers for
ADB ((</..><sdk>/platform−tools/adb.exe) were installed. Before executing the
adb commands, several commands and their purpose were studied from
Developer.android.com (n.d.) website. In this study, start−server, pull, stop−server,
shell, logcat and devices commands were used.
1. To check the status and to start adb server process, adb start−server
command was executed.
Figure 3.7: ADB Package Options
2. After confirming running process of the adb server, adb devices was issued to
print the list of attached devices or emulator instances and their status. The
status of the test phone was printed as device in correspondence with the
serial number.
Figure 3.8: Status of Test Phone
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3. Android phone and emulator were detected with their serial number and was
printed along with its status. To direct commands specifically to Android
phone, -s <serial number> options were used for adb commands. The format
used for sending instructions to adb was : adb −s < serial number >
command name.
4. To access Linux shell of test phone, adb −s < serial number > shell was used.
After gaining shell access, Linux commands were used to examine contents of
every directory on the internal memory of test phone.
Figure 3.9: Linux Shell of Android Phone
5. When Android stores data related to an application on the internal memory, it
follows directions given by the application API and stores data related to the
application under one directory (Hoog, 2011). All the directories that were
present on the internal memory were examined to locate the directory that
was created by WeChat. To copy the directory created by WeChat, adb pull
command was used to transfer data from test phone to specific location. The
adb pull command was executed after exiting from the Linux shell by pressing
Ctrl + c. The format that was used for pull command in this study was adb
−s < serial number > pull source location destination location. The adb pull
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command shows the number of files that were copied after the completion of
transfer.
Figure 3.10: adb pull Command Format
The number of files that were transferred were recorded and they are listed in
Table 3.8.














6. The logcat tool in adb was used to dump logs of the test phone. To check the
logs associated with the applications on the test phone, events passed as
parameter to the logcat command. Figure 3.11 shows log command that was
used in this study.
Figure 3.11: Dumping Logs to a .txt file
In order to dump the logs and time, the options −d and −time of logcat tool were
used. The format that was used in the study was adb −s serial number logcat −d
−time events > destination location file name.txt. The logs were transferred to a
text file that was specified in the command.
3.5.2 Logical Image Acquisition Procedure with MPE+
To extract the logical image of the test phone, a special functionality
dLogical in the MPE+ tool page was used. This allows MPE+ tool to extract the
logical image of Android phone by not placing extraction agent on the external SD
card of the test phone.
1. The MPE+ tool was launched on the forensic workstation and the test phone
was connected to the built-in ports of the workstation using USB data cable.
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2. On the tool’s main page, Select Device tab was selected to open Device
Selection page. Make and model of the Android phone were selected as
“Android” and “dLogical”, respectively. Figure 3.12 shows the device
selection.
Figure 3.12: MPE+ Device Selection
3. To begin logical image extraction process, connect button was selected.
4. RSA key authentication was performed to allow MPE+ communicate with the
Android phone.
5. All the possible data items that could be extracted were selected as shown in
below Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Selection of Data Items
6. The complete logical image of the test phone was extracted. The logical image
was stored with “.ad1” extension. The folder which contained logical image
also had a text file with computed MD5 hash value and logical image
extraction summary.
3.5.3 File System Extraction Procedure with MPE+
MPE+ tool requires temporary root access on Android phones to extract the
complete file system. SuperOneClick, an open source software (version 2.3.3) was
employed to gain the temporary root access. It is one of the popular tools used to
gain permanent or temporary root access on Android phones. Gaining temporary
root access is not against forensic principles because it does not change any
information. The phone returns to its previous condition once it is rebooted.
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The SuperOneClick tool was launched on the workstation and the test phone
was connected to it using a USB data cable. The homepage of SuperOneClick
software had two options, Root and Shell Root to extract permanent and temporary
root access. The“shell Root” button was selected to gain temporary root access.
Knox security issues on an Android 4.3 and outdated ADB server of the
SuperOneClick, did not gain temporary root access on the test phone. So, file
system extraction of the test phone was not successful.
3.6 Analysis
The data that was extracted using ADB and MPE+ was analyzed in this
section. The ADB tool gained access to command shell of the test phone.
Command shell access allowed only to view file name, extension, size, time, and
Date. In order to view the contents of the files, the directory
/sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg was copied to an external hard drive.
The data from ten extractions using ADB tool was stored in ten separate
foldersADB Extraction 1, ADB Extraction 2, ADB Extraction 3, ...
ADB Extraction 10 , respectively. The external hard drive was connected to the
workstation via forensic hardware write blocker to prevent accidental loss of data
during the analysis. First, manual analysis was performed. Every file and folder was
opened and examined manually.
The extracted data was also analyzed using FTK Imager and EnCase
software. Encase and FTK have their own analyzers to process and analyze files. In
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the FTK Imager, the folders that were shown in Table 3.5 were added via File − >
Add Evidence Item − > Contents of a folder menu of the FTK Imager main menu.
In the Encase, a new case was created (ADB EXTRACTION ANALYSIS.case) and
dropped the same folders via Browse − > Evidence option on home page of the
Encase. Figure 3.14 shows the manual, FTK and EnCase analyses.
Figure 3.14: Manual, FTK and EnCase Analyses
To analyze the logical image extracted by MPE+, the .ad1 file was loaded
into the MPE+ tool. The MPE+ tool has in-built analyzer to process and analyze
recovered files.
The artifacts that were searched on the logical images is listed below. These
artifacts help forensic examiners in obtaining complete information related to
WeChat on the test phone.
• Profile picture of user and participants
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• User name and password of the user
• Phone number that is associated with the WeChat account
• Wireless connection names that were used by the mobile phone to use the
WeChat application
• Contact numbers of participants
• Participants in group chat
• User names of all user and participants
• Sent and received images, videos, audios and GPS locations
• Downloaded images, videos and documents
• Sent documents via web WeChat
• Sent and received images via web WeChat
• Sent and received text messages via web WeChat
3.7 Validity and Reliability
This section verifies validity and reliability of test results that were produced
by ADB and MPE+ tools. Validation is about accessing the accuracy of the
recovered data. Reliability is about the concerns with how precisely the recovery
method recovers data. According to forensic tool testing process set by National
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Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), test results must be repeated for
atleast three times to determine variables that affect the outcome of validation.
Therefore, test results were repeated using ADB and MPE+ for ten times.
Subsequently ten extractions performed using ADB referred to as ADB1, ADB2,
ADB3 .... ADB10 and with MPE+ referred to as MPE1, MPE2, MPE3 .... MPE10.
Validity of test results was performed by populating known set of data on
test phone using WeChat application and examining the recovered data to check
whether WeChat artifacts were recovered completely as they were on the test phone.
Reliability of test results was done by checking whether the same number of
each type of WeChat artifacts were recovered consistently in all the ten extractions.
This is done by comparing their names and hash values against the known set of
artifacts that were initially populated in the test phone.
3.7.1 Validity Check of ADB and MPE+ Test Results
Data that was extracted in ADB1, ADB2, ADB3 .... ADB10 extractions was
analyzed using the manual, FTK and EnCase methods described above. In the
same way, logical images extracted in MPE1, MPE2, MPE3 .... MPE10 were
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analyzed using MPE+ analyzer and identified WeChat artifacts that were present
on the logical image.
3.7.2 Reliability Check of ADB Test Results
Upon the execution of adb pull command to transfer WeChat files, number of
the files that was copied from the location /sdcard/tencent/MircoMsg are displayed
to screen. Table 3.8 lists the number of files that were copied in all ten extractions
using ADB. This table shows that ADB1 extracted less number of files compared to
subsequent extractions.
3.7.2.1. Missed File
To find the file that was missing in the ADB1 extraction, all files that were
extracted in ADB1, ADB2, ADB3 .... ADB10 were processed with the help of
EnCase software. The case file, ADB EXTRACTION ANALYSIS.case was created
by placing folders that were extracted in all ten extractions. In the case file, home
plate near the Entries in the left panel of the case file was selected to select all the
folders and exported the Name field of all folders to an excel sheet.
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Figure 3.15: Processing of Files with EnCase
An Excel sheet with ten columns was created and each column had Name
field of the ADB1, ADB2, ADB3 .... ADB10. All columns were compared with each
other using the EXACT(text1, text2) functions of MS Excel.
3.7.2.2. Files with Mismatched Hash Values
The ADB EXTRACTION ANALYSIS.case file was opened to generate
hash values. Hash values were generated to all files and folders by selecting the
green home plate near ‘Entries’ icon ( ) in the left panel. The option Entries − >
Hash/Sig Selected was selected to generate hash values. Figure 3.16 shows
generation of hash values using the EnCase software.
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Figure 3.16: MD5 Hash Value Generation
Hash values were computed for every file. Figure 3.17 shows the calculated
hash values of files in one of the folders of the case file.
Figure 3.17: MD5 Hash Value of Files
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In order to export Name and MD5 fields of the files that were extracted in
ADB1, home plate (shown in green color in Figure 3.18) adjacent to
ADB Extraction 1 was selected and the option Review Package − > Export was
selected on the case panel. Exporting of fields associated with the
ADB Extraction 1 to an excel sheet is shown in Figure 3.18. The same procedure
was followed to export the Name and MD5 fields of other folders in the
ADB EXTRACTION ANALYSIS.case file.
Figure 3.18: Exporting Fields of ADB Extraction 1
Figure 3.19 illustrates exporting of Name and MD5 fields of all folders in
ADB EXTRACTION ANALYSIS.case file.
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Figure 3.19: Exporting of Name and MD5 Fields
A new Excel file named Hash Analysis.xls was created and Name and MD5
fields of ADB Extraction 1, ADB Extraction 2, .... ADB Extraction 10 were copied
into it. The first and second columns of Excel file (Hash Anlysis.xls), were the Name
and MD5 fields of the ADB1, third and fourth columns were the fields of ADB2
and so on. Totally twenty columns were formed. Odd numbered columns had the
name of the files and even numbered columns had the MD5 hash value of the files.
Figure 3.20: Name and MD5 Fields of Recovered Files
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To compare hash values of files that were extracted in all extractions, the
odd numbered columns which had the hash values were compared with each other
in the excel file, Hash Anlysis.xls using the same EXACT function. There were few
.xlog files with different hash values in some ADB extractions. They details are
discussed in Chapter 5.
3.7.3 Reliability Check of MPE+ Test Results
The recovered WeChat artifacts on all ten logical images were counted and
compared them with the known quantity of WeChat artifacts on the test phone. To
verify whether WeChat artifacts were extracted with same name and hash value,
logical reports generated by MPE+ after the extraction were used.
MPE+ tool generates a logical report with information of recovered artifact
name, size, extension, location of the artifact on the file system, MD5 hash value
and etc. The generated logical report can be stored in different formats. The logical
reports generated by MPE+ was stored as a pdf document in all ten extractions.
For example, in MPE1, a report that was prepared by the MPE+ software was
saved as mpe extraction1 hash report.pdf. In MPE2, logical report was saved to
mpe extraction2 hash report.pdf and etc. Acrobat Pro XI software was used to
compare all pdf documents with each other. The Acrobat software compares
documents and highlights the changes, deletions, changed and moved pages. The
comparison report showed differences between all ten reports in only two aspects.
They were discussed in Chapter 5
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Figure 3.21: Reliability with MPE+
3.8 Summary
Unlike other smart phones, it is difficult to extract a copy of the Android
image. Therefore, the forensic examiner must be aware of existing tools in the
market which can extract the image without altering root permissions on an
Android phone. This chapter explains the procedure and the tools that were used in
this research to locate artifacts of the WeChat on an Android phone.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS
This chapter describes the data collected during the analysis of logical
images and the main findings with respect to the research question. The WeChat
artifacts that can be extracted by the Android Debug Bridge (ADB) and Mobile
Phone Examiner Plus (MPE+) logical tools are also discussed.
4.1 Live Analysis with Android Debug Bridge
In this study, the term “live analysis” refers to the process of switching the
test phone to the ON state and connecting the phone to a workstation with ADB
drivers in order to examine the file system and view the live data on the phone.
During this analysis, access to the Linux shell of the test phone was gained by
executing ADB commands from the command line of the test phone. The
commands that were used in this study are explained in Chapter 3. The directories
that were present on the test phone are shown in C.1 in Appendix C.
Since data related to all the applications installed on Android can be found
in the default home directory location, (/data/data/<package name) an attempt
was made to copy the /data directory using the adb pull command. However, the
writing operation failed because of the lack of root privileges and limited access to
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the system−protected areas on the test phone. The associated failure message is
shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: /data Folder Transfer Status
All directories that were present on the file system of the test phone were
examined. In the sdcarddirectory, which is the internal memory of the device a
directory named tencent was found. Figure 4.2 shows the directories that were
present under sdcard. The WeChat application was designed and introduced by a
company named “Tencent”. Therefore all the directories that were present under
Tencent were examined.
Figure 4.2: Directories on the Internal sdcard
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Two directories named MicroMsg and mta were found in the tencent
directory. The mta directory contained one text file, .mid.txt. This file was copied
to the workstation and a thorough study was performed. The .mid.txt file did not
provide useful information related to WeChat. The inner directories of MicroMsg
contained images, videos, audio files and documents. A careful examination of the
directories present in the MicroMsg directory revealed that they contained sent and
received images, audio and video messages and documents associated with the
WeChat application. The artifacts used or generated by WeChat were found in
different directories in the location /sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg. Figure 4.3 shows
various folders that were present in the MicroMsg directory.
Figure 4.3: Directories in the MicroMsg Folder
Files were transferred from the MicroMsg directory to a specified location
using the adb pull command, all file transfer was accomplished on the first attempt
without any failures. The file transfer status is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Status of File Transfer
The adb pull command transferred files to the specified destination location.
However, the original time stamps were not preserved; instead, the time stamps
were recorded as the time when the files were copied. Time stamps are used in a
forensic investigation to determine whether or not correspondence is related to an
actual crime. To copy WeChat artifacts with their original time stamps, a cp
command was used to transfer files from the location, sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg to
a new SD card that had been inserted in the test phone. The copy command is
shown in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Copy Command to Transfer Files with Time Stamps
Because the test phone was not rooted, the attempt to write files along with
time stamps to the external SD card failed. Figure 4.6 shows the failure message.
The BusyBox application for Android allows copying of files with time stamps, but
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only when the root access has been gained on the Android device. Therefore,
installation of the BusyBox application on the test phone was not considered.
Figure 4.6: Failure Message
To record the desired time stamps, screen shots of the files that were present
in the /sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg, along with their properties ( name, extension,
size, creation time and date), were captured. Several of the directories under
/sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/95d5d82c3be67777345c2e0363c77229, for example video,
image2 and voice2, had large number of sub directories. To recurrently open all
inner files and folders that were present in a directory in order to display the file
properties, the ls −R −all command was used.
After the files had been copied, logs of the WeChat application that were
running on the test phone were examined for run time exceptions that occurred
during the file copying process. The log messages are shown in Figure 4.7. Since the
files were copied without any failures, the log files did not reveal any run-time
exceptions.
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Figure 4.7: View of log messages
4.2 WeChat Artifacts Found on the External SD card
The physical image of the external SD card was loaded using AccessData’s
FTK program. FTK parsed and analyzed the files. The Overview tab that is
present on the FTK page was selected in order to provide a view of all files. Media
files were all found in the location DCIM/Camera. In this location, one sent image
and video shared via the WeChat application found along with time stamps.
Careful examination of all files on the physical image revealed that WeChat had
stored few sent images and videos randomly on the external SD card in the location
/DCIM/Camera.
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Figure 4.8: WeChat Artifacts on Physical Image
4.3 WeChat Artifacts Found Using ADB
In a live analysis, the file name, extension, size, date and creation time can
be viewed, but not the file content. For analysis of file content, the directory
/sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg was copied to the workstation, and the inner directories
of MicroMsg were examined. The extracted data was analyzed manually and with
FTK and EnCase software. These types of analysis helped in determining which
WeChat artifacts were stored in specific directories in the location
/sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg.
1. On the test phone, images were shared in various ways by use of the WeChat
application. Images in the external memory, internal memory, and workstation
were shared. Also, images that had been captured using the Take Photo
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option of WeChat page were also shared. Analysis of image files that were
found in the location /sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/WeChat revealed that they
were captured via the ‘Take Photo’ option of WeChat, while others were
downloaded images or video files. Images were saved with the .jpg extension
and videos were saved with the .mp4 extension. Figure 4.9 shows the creation
time, size, date and extension of each of the files.
Figure 4.9: Downloaded Images, Videos and Pictures Taken via WeChat
2. Shared images that were on the internal memory, external memory, and
workstation, as well as received image files, were found in the location
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sdcard/tencent/MircoMsg/95d5d82c3be67777345c2e0363c77229/image2. This
directory also contained GPS locations that had been send and received.
Analysis of GPS location images did not provide complete details of the
shared locations. Figure 4.10 shows one of the sent images.
Figure 4.10: Image sent via WeChat
3. Downloaded documents found in the
location /sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/Download. Below Figure 4.11 shows the
downloaded pdf and word documents on the test phone by WeChat.
Figure 4.11: Documents Downloaded via WeChat
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4. Profile pictures found in the
sdcard/tencent/MircoMsg/95d5d82c3be67777345c2e0363c77229/avatar
directory. Figure 4.12 shows one of the inner directories of the avatar
directory, which contained a profile picture of the WeChat user. All profile
pictures were stored with the extension .png.
Figure 4.12: Profile Picture of the WeChat User
5. Sent and received audio files were found in the location
/sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/95d5d82c3be67777345c2e0363c77229/voice2 with
the extension .amr. Figure 4.13 shows an audio file sent via WeChat.
Figure 4.13: Audio File Shared via WeChat
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6. Sent and received video files were found under /sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg
95d5d82c3be67777345c2e0363c77229/video with the extension .mp4. This
location contained both the video files and image files. Image files in this
location were created from one of the screens of every video files, and therefore
files with same name but with the different extensions were found. Figure 4.14
shows the video files that were sent and received via WeChat.
Figure 4.14: Sent and Received video files
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Table 4.1: WeChat Artifacts Location
Artifact Location of the artifact
Sent and received images /sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/95d5d82c3be67777345c2e0363c77229/image2
Sent and received videos /sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/95d5d82c3be67777345c2e0363c77229/video
Downloaded documents /sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/Download
Sent and received audio files /sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/95d5d82c3be67777345c2e0363c77229/voice2
All images captured via ’Take photo” /sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/WeChat
Downloaded images and videos /sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/WeChat
Profile pictures /sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/95d5d82c3be67777345c2e0363c77229/avatar
Sent and received stickers /sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/95d5d82c3be67777345c2e0363c77229/emoji
Sent and received GPS locations /sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/95d5d82c3be67777345c2e0363c77229/image2
In the manual analysis, the default photo viewer and Real Player program in
Microsoft Windows processed all files, displayed images and played audio and video
files. During the analysis with EnCase, all text and media files were processed by
Encase. However, in the analysis with FTK, profile pictures of the WeChat user and
participants were not processed by FTK. Figure 4.15 shows profile pictures that
were not processed by FTK.
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Figure 4.15: Not Processed Files with FTK
4.2 lists the quantities of sent and received media files, such as video and
audio files, documents, GPS locations, and images shared via WeChat, that were
found in the manual analysis, and analysis with FTK and EnCase.
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Table 4.2: WeChat Artifact Counts
Artifact Count of actual Count of extracted Count of extracted Count of extracted
Name artifacts on artifacts in artifacts in artifacts in
test phone manual analysis EnCase FTK
Sent images 13 13 13 13
Received image 21 21 21 21
Images captured via 12 12 12 12
‘Take Photo’ but
not shared
Shared images which 7 7 7 7
were captured via
‘Take Photo’
Sent audio files 10 10 10 10
Received audio files 10 10 10 10
Sent videos 8 8 8 8
Received videos 4 4 4 4
Sent stickers 1 1 1 1
Received stickers 7 7 7 7
Downloaded images 6 6 6 6
Downloaded videos 2 2 2 2
Downloaded document 8 8 8 8
names
Sent documents 1 0 0 0
Received documents 5 0 0 0
Sent text messages 185 0 0 0
Received text messages 95 0 0 0
Sent GPS locations 3 0 0 0
Received GPS locations 1 0 0 0
Profile pictures 4 4 4 0
4.4 WeChat Artifacts Found Using MPE+
This section presents the WeChat artifacts that were recovered by use of the
MPE+ logical technique. MPE+ analyzer presented WeChat artifacts along with
creation time, exact location on the file system and size. Figure 4.16 shows the
recovered WeChat artifacts. Downloaded images, videos and images captured via
the ‘’take Photo” were found on the recovered logical image.
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Figure 4.16: MPE+ Analysis
Table 4.3 shows the quantities of artifacts that were extracted in the logical
image. MPE+ decoded the time, size, and creation time of all extracted WeChat
artifacts
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Table 4.3: Count of WeChat Artifacts Found on MPE+ Logical Images
Artifact Name Count of populated artifacts Count of extracted artifacts
on test phone on logical image
Sent images 13 0
Received images 21 0
Images captured via 12 12
‘Take Photo’ but not
shared
Shared images which 7 7
were captured via ‘Take Photo’
Sent audio files 10 0
Received audio files 10 0
Sent videos 8 0
Received videos 4 0
Sent stickers 1 0
Received stickers 7 0
Downloaded images 6 6
Downloaded videos 2 2
Downloaded documents 8 0
Sent documents 1 0
Received documents 5 0
Sent text messages 185 0
Received text messages 95 0
Sent GPS locations 3 0
Received GPS locations 1 0
Profile pictures 4 0
4.5 Artifacts Not Found in Live analysis
Shared text messages, documents, participants’ WeChat ID’s, and contact
numbers could not be recovered in the live analysis. An examination of shared text
messages can help forensic investigators determine whether or not the sender and
recipient committed a crime. The contact numbers and WeChat ID’s of participants
can also aid in identifying criminals. The following artifacts were not found during
the live analysis:
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1. Database files created by the WeChat application
2. Text messages shared among users
3. Sent and received documents
4. Documents transferred between the workstation and phone
5. Shared GPS locations with complete details
6. User name and password of the WeChat User
7. Contact numbers of the participants
8. Participant’s name and conatact numbers
9. User names of all the participants
4.6 Artifacts Not Found On the MPE+ Logical Image
The analysis of the logical image produced by MPE+ recovered only a few
WeChat artifacts. The following artifacts were not recovered.
1. Database files created by the WeChat application
2. Shared images, audios files, stickers and videos
3. Downloaded documents
4. Profile pictures of users
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5. Messages shared among users
6. Sent and received documents
7. Shared GPS locations
8. WeChat ID of the user and participants
9. User name and password of User
10. Contact numbers of participants
11. Participants in a group chat
12. User names of all participants
13. Sent and received images, videos, audio files, and GPS locations
14. Text messages sent and received via web WeChat
4.7 Validity of the Results of ADB and MPE+
Recovered artifacts in all ten logical image extractions by ADB and MPE+
were found to be exactly the same to the known populated known artifacts on the
test phone.
4.8 Reliability of the Results of ADB
In determining the reliability of the ADB test results, files related to WeChat
that had been recovered in the ten extractions were examined carefully. It was
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found that count of each type of extracted extracted WeChat artifacts was the same
in all ten extractions, as shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Count of WeChat Artifacts Found in Live Analysis
Artifacts ADB1 ADB2 ADB3 ADB4 ADB5 ADB6 ADB7 ADB8 ADB9 ADB10
Sent images 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
Received images 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21
Images captured via 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
‘Take Photo’ but not
shared
Sent audio files 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Received audio files 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Sent videos 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
Received videos 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Sent stickers 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Received stickers 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
Downloaded images 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Downloaded videos 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Downloaded documents 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
Sent documents 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Received documents 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sent text messages 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rec. text messages 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sent GPS locations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rec. GPS locations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Profile pictures 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
It was found that all WeChat artifacts were recovered with the same name
and hash value except for several .xlog files. The first extraction using ADB did not
include the PUSH 20141030.xlog file and instead included a PUSH 20141019.xlog
file, which was not extracted by ADB in the following nine extractions. These nine
extractions did include the MM 20141030.xlog file. Figure 4.17 shows the names of
the log files in each extraction.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of File Names in the Ten Extractions
The hash value of MM 20141030.xlog was different in the third, fifth and
seventh extractions. This result indicates that the data (image, video, audio etc.,
files) used or generated by WeChat were extracted by the ADB tool reliably
without changes in file names and hash values. Table 4.4 listed the number of media
files that were extracted in each extraction.
4.9 Reliability of the Results of MPE+
The MPE+ software extracted the same number of WeChat artifacts in all
the ten logical image extractions, as shown in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Count of WeChat Artifacts Found on Logical Image
Artifacts MPE1 MPE2 MPE3 MPE4 MPE5 MPE6 MPE7 MPE8 MPE9 MPE10
Sent images 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sent images which 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
were captured via
‘Take Photo’
Images captured via 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
‘Take Photo’ but
not shared
Received images 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sent audio files 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Received audio files 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sent videos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Received videos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sent stickers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Received stickers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Downloaded images 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Downloaded videos 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Downloaded documents 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sent documents 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Received documents 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sent text messages 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Received text messages 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sent GPS locations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Received GPS locations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Profile pictures 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A comparison of the logical reports generated by MPE+ after each of the ten
extractions showed that WeChat artifacts were extracted with the same names and
hash values.
4.10 Summary
This chapter presented the results by analyses of the logical images that were
extracted by ADB and MPE+. The WeChat artifacts that were recovered with these
tools were discussed, and the validity and reliability of the test results were verified.
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION
This chapter provides an interpretation of the results that were presented in
the previous chapter and the conclusions that can be drawn from these results.
5.1 Research Question
The research question of this study was,“What are some of the WeChat
artifacts that can be extracted from an Android phone?”. To answer this question,
two logical tools, Android Debug Bridge (ADB) and Mobile Phone Examiner
(MPE+), were used. ADB recovered major undeleted WeChat artifacts without
rooting the Android phone, while MPE+ extracted a limited range ofWeChat
artifacts.
5.2 Analysis of Results Obtained in Live Analysis
ADB recovered media files such as sent and received videos, images, audio
files and downloaded documents related to WeChat that were present on the test
phone. Table 4.4 in Chapter 4 listed the number of WeChat artifacts that were
recovered using the ADB logical technique.
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The ADB tool was able to gain access to directories that were present on the
file system of the test phone. However, it was not able to view files in the /data
directory, which may contain database files created by the WeChat application.
Attempts to copy the /data directory also failed because the ADB logical technique
requires root access in order to gain access to the /data directory. However, the
ADB tool gained complete access to the internal memory (sdcard) of the test phone
and the live data that is present on the internal memory. The WeChat files were
copied using the adb pull command without any failures. Examination of the
internal memory revealed that the directory (tencent) created by the WeChat
application on the internal memory did not store database files. This result indicates
that, database files created by WeChat application may have been stored in the
default home directory for the application in the location/data/data/package name.
The examination of directories that were created by WeChat in the location
/sdcard/tencent was performed by copying the directories to the forensic
workstation. Manual and EnCase analysis of extracted files revealed that sent and
received images, stickers, video and audio files and profile pictures related to
WeChat were stored in directories in the location /sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg. The
ADB tool copied the data structure as it is followed by WeChat application on the
internal memory. This capability enables rapid identification of files related to
WeChat. For example, logical tools usually extract files from an Android device
with a complete path. To identify files that were used or generated by the WeChat
application, a forensic examiner must have to look at the first part of the file path
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(/sdcard/tencent/<..>). This is a tedious and time consuming process. In the case
of ADB, it is possible to copy the directory that contains WeChat files in order to
easily locate these files. For example, WeChat stores profile pictures of users in a
directory named avatar in the location
sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/95d5d82c3be67777345c2e0363c77229/. Copying the
tencent directory using the adb pull command, all profile pictures to be found by
examining the
location <..>/tencent/MicroMsg/95d5d82c3be67777345c2e0363c77229/avatar.
Sent and received videos are found in the location
/sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/95d5d82c3be67777345c2e0363c77229/video. When
WeChat records a video file, it captures and stores one of the frames of the every
video file as an image file with the extension .jpg. The image file that corresponds
to the video file has the file name same as the video file. When logical tools extract
image files, it is necessary to look at the complete path to determine whether an
image is a shared image, a downloaded image, one of the frames of a video file or an
image captured via “Take Photo”. However, since ADB extracts files exactly as they
were created in their corresponding folders, the process of identification is very easy.
The ADB tool not only recovers WeChat artifacts but also aids in
recognition of media file type. For example, in the analysis it was found that
WeChat stored all images with the .jpg extension, and profile pictures of the
WeChat user and participating users were stored in the format
user xxxxxxxxxxxxx.png. This information helps the examiner to quickly understand
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whether the image was downloaded, sent/received, or is a profile picture. In this
way ADB tool helps in the categorization of media files i.e.,it is easy to identify of
audio files, video, images, profile pictures, and stickers.
The live analysis located and completely recovered shared media files
(images, videos, stickers, audio files and profile pictures) via WeChat. All
downloaded documents were recovered. Sent and received GPS location files were
recovered completely, but full details of these files were not included. The sent and
received images, audio files, and videos were stored with the extensions .jpg, .amr
and .mp4, respectively. Sent and received text messages and documents were not
recovered. Because Instant Messaging (IM) applications can be used to share text
messages by those who are committing crimes, it is important to be able to extract
messages that are shared between users of WeChat.
Time stamps associated with artifacts play a crucial role in determining
when the artifacts were shared. In the live analysis, time stamps associated with
WeChat artifacts were found along with the file extension, creation date (including
month and tear) and size. Android uses 24−hour clock to store creation times. So,
it is easy to decode them. However, copying Wechat files with time stamps is not
possible using the ADB logical technique. Therefore, to obtain the time stamps of
WeChat artifacts in the live analysis, the file properties must be screen captured
and stored for reference.
There were a number of advantages and disadvantages to live analysis with
the ADB tool. The advantages are listed below.
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1. Live analysis reveals the location of media files that were used or generated by
WeChat along with time stamps.
2. The ADB pull command transfers all WeChat files without missing a single
artifact.
3. Media files shared via WeChat are completely recovered.
4. Analysis of recovered data using EnCase software is easy because this software
locates all images shared by WeChat under the “Media File” tab, and these
files can be quickly viewed.
The following disadvantages were associated with the use of the ADB tool to
recover WeChat artifacts.
1. It is difficult to differentiate between sent and received media files. This
knowledge is crucial in determining whether or not the sender or receiver, or
both participated in criminal activity.
2. The ADB tool cannot extract text messages shared between users.
3. The forensic examiner must have basic knowledge of ADB commands.
4. Analysis of the extracted data is a tedious and time− consuming process.
5. With the use of ADB, the MD5 hash value of recovered files cannot be
computed. Calculating the hash value of a recovered file requires third−party
applications such as EnCase or FTK.
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6. If the phone is not rooted, the ADB tool cannot copy files along with their
time stamps. Therefore, at the time of live analysis, the Linux command ls
−R −all must be executed to find the time stamp associated with each file,
and the file properties must be screen captured to record these time stamps.
5.3 Analysis of Results Obtained on MPE+ Logical Image
In the study of WeChat artifacts recovered by the MPE+ tool, it was noted
that this logical technique had limited access to the internal memory of the test
phone. Thereby, files that were present in the location
sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/WeChat and basic information related to the test phone
such as SMS messages and, the phone book were recovered. Analysis of all the
image and video files found in this location revealed that the MPE+ tool extracted
images captured with the “Take Photo” option, downloaded images and videos
related to WeChat.
On the test phone, several images were captured using “Take Photo” and
shared with other participants. These sent images were extracted by MPE+ because
WeChat had stored them in the location sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/WeChat.
However, if images on the internal or external memory, or images via web WeChat
had been shared by means of WeChat, they were not extracted by MPE+.
Logical image extraction with the MPE+ tool has several advantages and
disadvantages for the recovery of WeChat artifacts, as follows.
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1. WeChat artifacts can be found along with their time stamps
2. Recovers all WeChat files that are in the location
sdcard/tencent/MicroMsg/WeChat on the internal memory
3. The tool extracts a very limited range of artifacts related to WeChat
5.4 Forensic Acceptance of ADB and MPE+
In the field of digital forensics, hash values play a crucial role in submitting
evidence to the court. For this reason, forensic examiners calculate these after image
extraction. ADB does not have built−in tool to compute hash values for extracted
files. In this study, EnCase software was used to generate hash values. The
correctness of these values was then verified by use of Access Data’s FTK. The
results showed that EnCase and FTK generates the same hash values.
The ADB tool in the Android SDK software package is wisely used in the
forensic community because it maintains the integrity of evidence during extractions
(Hoog, 2011). The names and hash values of WeChat media and text files
recovered by ADB were the same in all ten extractions, except for a few .xlog files.
In the first extraction (ADB1 ), 662 files were extracted. In each of the subsequent
extractions, (ADB2, ADB3, .....ADB10 ) 663 files were extracted. One log file,
PUSH 20141030.xlog was missed in ADB1. Furthermore, ADB1 had file names
PUSH 20141019.xlog, which is different from the MM 20141030.xlog file in the
remaining nine extractions. Extractions ADB3, ADB5, and, ADB7 had different
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hash values for the MM 20141030.xlog file. These anomalies may not affect the
forensic acceptance of ADB tool. The xlog files were different because the
extractions were performed at different times, and the phone was restarted after
after every extraction. The first extraction was performed on one evening of one
day, and the remaining extractions were conducted on the following day. The device
clock updates each time the phone is restarted (Baggili et al., 2007). This updating
may have caused the creation of different xlog files and different hash values for
certain xlog files. Therefore, the fact that the one log file missing in the first
extraction and that the mismatched hash value for one log file was not considered a
reason for concern in terms of forensic acceptance of the ADB tool in this study.
The MPE+ tool computes the hash value and stores it in a text file in the
folder where the logical image was stored. A comparison of the hash values of all
ten logical images, showed that the values differed from one each other. These
difference occurred because the test phone was restarted after every extraction.
Restarting a phone update data in the memory, and thus the hash values of ten
logical images produced by MPE+ were different. A comparison of the ten pdf
reports generated by MPE+ showed that the recovered artifacts had the same file
names and hash value differences. However, two differences were found in the
comparison of all ten documents. The differences are in extraction times and image
names that were given by MPE+ to store them in the temporary folders for its
reference. These two differences may not affect this study because the logical image
extractions were performed with a restart of the test phone after every extraction.
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In regard to the different names given given to the images, MPE+ accesses images
and stores them with random names in a temporary folder that it creates. Thus, the
tools recovers WeChat artifacts without changing the files names or hash values.
5.5 Evaluation of the ADB and MPE+ Tools
In the forensic investigation of mobile phones, the actual data on the target
phone is not known. Therefore, at the moment of recovery, data that was extracted
by means of a recovery method acts as truth. Evaluation of the results produced by
a recovery method, requires either actual data on a target phone or validation of a
recovery method (Glisson, Storer, & Buchanan-Wollaston, 2013). In practice, it is
challenging to acquire knowledge of actual data on a target phone. Validation,
requires knowledge of the source code of a recovery method in order to verify
whether it is writing any data to the phone’s memory during extraction, or
knowledge the input and examination of the output for the known input. Since one
of the tools used in this study is from a commercial source, the test results were
validated by populating the test phone with a known set of data on the test phone
and compared the recovered data, which was compared with the logical techniques
of the ADB and MPE+ tools. Analysis of the recovered data showed that the data
used or generated by WeChat was extracted as in the form in which it is existed on
the test phone. To cross this finding, validation of the test results produced by ADB
and MPE+ was performed by using each tool ten times to extract the data. In each
extraction, WeChat artifacts recovered by both tools were matched with the known
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set of data. The reliability of a recovery method is an important factor in the
consistent generation of results. The results of reliability experiment showed that
ADB and MPE+ recovered WeChat artifacts consistently. This study’s evaluation
of the ADB and MPE+ tools is helpful in determining whether or not WeChat
artifacts recovered with these tools are admissible as electronic evidence in the
courtroom
According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
validation of test results must be repeatable and reproducible in order for the results
to be considered as electronic evidence. Jansen et al. (2014) defined repeatability as
the ability to obtain the same results when the same method is used under the same
conditions, whereas reproducibility is the ability to obtain the same results when
using the same method in different laboratory settings. The present study verified
the repeatability of the results, but it did not verify their reproducibility.
5.6 Limitations
This section describes the limitations associated with this study
• The result of this research would help forensic examiners to provide a list of
WeChat artifacts that are retrievable with ADB and MPE+ tools. This
research work does not provide the completeness of a recovery method in
comparison to all logical tools that can extract the Wechat artifacts or verify
the results of all the recovery methods that currently exists on the market.
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• Root access on the test phone was not obtained to extract the physical image.
So, the recovery of deleted data items via the WeChat application was not
performed.
• Text messages and documents that had been shared via WeChat were not
extracted. These items play a crucial role in forensic investigations.
• The test results were not tested for reproducibility. The results obtained in
this study were the same when the same method was used on similar data
items in the Purdue Forensics laboratory using the same equipment. The
research method was not tested in the different laboratory or on different
Android model phone with the same operating system.
5.7 Conclusion
IM applications on smart phones are becoming an integral part of user
communication around the world. Forensic analysis of IM applications on Android
phones is a challenge because of the uniqueness of the file system and lack of
standard methods to extract data. Each application has a unique way of storing
data on Android devices. The present work documents the list of WeChat artifacts
that can be recovered by using the ADB and MPE+ logical acquisition tools on an
Android phone.
The WeChat artifacts that were found in this study, for example, shared
images, videos, audio filess, and downloaded documents, could provide knowledge of
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media messages shared between a sender and receiver. This work observed that the
ADB and MPE+ logical techniques cannot completely extract artifacts related to
the WeChat application from an Android phone. The database files created by
WeChat are not stored on the internal memory of the phone. Thus, if the logical
techniques access the data by relying on the content provider of the target phone,
may not extract WeChat database files. In practice, file system extraction by means
of a logical acquisition technique is necessary in order to recover database files and
to obtain shared text messages and user related information. Otherwise, physical
techniques or a logical technique that uses a recovery mode or partition imaging
may be used to copy the database files created by WeChat. The choice of logical or
file system extraction tools must be made based on the specific WeChat artifacts
that are to be used as evidence. If the examiner is interested primarily in media files
shared by WeChat, logical acquisition techniques would be a feasible option. On the
other hand, if the investigation requires shared text conversations, participants’
contact names and numbers, and user details, the file system extraction method
would be a better choice.
The ADB tool recovers sent and received media files, downloaded media files
and documents, and profile pictures of users accurately and consistently. Shared
text messages and user− related information is not recovered by the tool. The ADB
is a free utility in the Android Software Development Kit (SDK) package, readily
available to users, and it extracts WeChat artifacts reliably. Use of the ADB tool
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requires setting the test phone to the USB Debugging mode and installing the SDK
package on a computer.
The recovery method of the MPE+ tool extracts very few WeChat artifacts.
MPE+ accurately and consistently extracts downloaded images, videos and images
captured via “Take Photo”. MPE+ tool has file system extraction capability but it
requires temporary root access on specific models of Android phone models. There
is no reliable software program on the market which provides temporary root access
to Android versions 2.2 and above. Therefore, recovery of WeChat artifacts from an
Android phone, the ADB tool is highly recommended because it extracts major
artifacts and also provides time stamps associated with the artifacts.
5.8 Future Work
Several logical techniques are currently available on the market. Logical
techniques extract data primarily by accessing files that are visible on the file
system (Hoog, 2011). Android usually limits access to the file system, and thus
tools based on logical acquisition techniques cannot access all the directories that
are present on the system.
ADB allows the complete viewing of some of the directories on the file
system of the device. Although the ADB logical technique does not provide
complete access to the files in the /data directory, it allows viewing and copying of
the complete internal memory of the test phone. When the internal memory of the
test phone was viewed using ADB, it was found that WeChat stored all media files
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and downloaded documents in the internal memory. The adb pull command copied
WeChat files as they existed on the internal memory to the specified location
without any failures. This aids in the investigation process by providing quick
categorization of media files. The WeChat artifacts were extracted reliably and
accurately by ADB. In contrast, extraction of logical images on the Android phone
by use of the proprietary protocol of MPE+ did not provide complete access to the
internal memory of the Android phone. Baseline data such as the address book,
SMS messages, and phone details were extracted, but many of the artifacts used or
generated by WeChat were not found on the logical image. During extraction,
MPE+ maintained the integrity of the evidence without changing file names or hash
values.
The findings of this research provide a better understanding of the validity
and reliability of test results produced by the ADB and MPE+ tools in recovering
WeChat artifacts from an Android phone. If the results of a recovery method are to
be considered as electronic evidence, they must be validated (Jansen et al., 2014).
This study documented the validation of the ADB and MPE+ recovery methods.
This work was not able to test all the logical tools that could be used to extract
WeChat artifacts.
File system extraction may facilitate the extraction of the default home
directory of the WeChat application on Android phones. This would aid in
recovering encrypted and/or decrypted SQLite database files created by WeChat.
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Database files can be used to expedite the investigation of criminal cases associated
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APPENDIX A. STEPS TO IMAGE THE EXTERNAL SD CARD
Figure A.1: Selection of Source Type
Figure A.2: Selection of Evidence Type
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Figure A.3: Image Creation Process
Figure A.4: Image Creation Progress
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Figure A.5: Image Summary
Figure A.6: Image Summary (continued)
Figure A.7: Forensic Card Reader
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Table B.1: File Names and Hash Values
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APPENDIX C. TIME STAMPS OF WECHAT MEDIA ARTIFACTS
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Figure C.1: Directories on Test Phone Internal Memory
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Figure C.3: Profile Picture of WeChat user
Figure C.4: Profile Picture of First Participant
Figure C.5: Profile Picture of Second Participant
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Figure C.6: Profile Picture of a Participant
Figure C.7: Time Stamps Associated with Video Files
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